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An Introduction to Wespath Institutional Investments
Wespath Institutional Investments (WII) is a subsidiary of Wespath Benefits and Investments (Wespath), an agency of The
United Methodist Church (UMC). As a not-for-profit 501(c) (3) administrative agency, Wespath is one of 13 general agencies
of the UMC. With nearly $25 billion in assets under management as of December 31, 2019, through WII and another
subsidiary, Wespath maintains the largest reporting faith-based pension fund in the world.
Since 1908, Wespath has been administering benefit plans and related investment funds for active and retired clergy and lay
employees of the UMC. For more than 40 years, the agency has managed institutional accounts for not-for-profit
foundations, endowments and other United Methodist (UM)-related institutions.
Managing Assets on Behalf of United Methodist-Related
Organizations
As of December 31, 2019, Wespath and its subsidiaries
managed $4.1 billion on behalf of over 100 UM-related
institutional clients, in addition to the over $20.8 billion
managed for its benefit plans.

Institutional Assets by Client Type
(as of September 30, 2019)
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General Boards and
Agencies

Older Adult Facilities and
WII’s investment solutions are designed exclusively for not38%
Youth Services
for-profit organizations related to the UMC. WII
Other
understands the unique needs of its institutional partners
and has a strong history of managing assets on behalf of
these entities. Endowments exist in perpetuity and must address the challenge of finding the correct balance of risk and
reward in the management of their assets to support their ability to fulfill their mission for generations into the future. WII’s
mission is to enable clients to meet their investment objectives while honoring the values of the UMC. WII aims to do this
through:





Investing in a diversified mix of asset classes that strategically position our funds to reflect our long-term beliefs
Limiting investments in high-cost, less-liquid alternative strategies
Implementing value-added sustainable investment strategies

Competitive Advantages
WII brings the following added value to the Foundation and its investors:


Unique Product and Service Offering with Daily Liquidity: Funds are comprised of well-diversified, global portfolios.



Diversification through Access to Highly Respected Investment Managers: multi-manager investment approach provides
diversified global exposure to world-class investment managers, specialized asset classes and investment management
styles that investors would be unlikely to economically secure on their own.
Wespath also actively seeks to identify and retain qualified and experienced investment management firms that are
women and/or minority-owned. As of December 31, 2019, Wespath and its subsidiaries had approximately $2.1 billion
(or over 8% of total AUM) allocated to women and/or minority-owned firms. Two of Wespath’s longest-standing
investment management partnerships are with Brown Capital Management, Inc., a boutique, African-American-owned
firm, and Zevenbergen Capital Investments, a woman-owned firm. Brown Capital Management, Inc.’s small-cap growth
strategy has returned 15.3% on an annualized basis (as of December 31, 2019) since Wespath first invested in 1994.1
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Zevenbergen Capital Investments’ large-cap growth strategy has returned 12.0% on an annualized basis (as of December
31, 2019) since Wespath first invested in 1994.1


Tenured Team of Industry Professionals: tenured team of investment industry veterans brings strength of experience and
service to our clients, including best practices for endowment committees.



Cost-Effective Bundled Service that Provides Administrative Simplicity: unique bundled service offering is an efficient and
cost-effective way for UM-related institutions to obtain competitive returns with fewer administrative burdens.



Operational Efficiencies: clients benefit from economies of scale realized by Wespath in negotiating fees with highly
respected investment managers, low cost trade execution, and simplified investment accounting. Additionally, through
Wespath’s fund structure and internal manager selection process, our clients’ investment committees can focus on the
important strategic decisions regarding the allocations to each WII fund, rather than spending valuable time monitoring
and evaluating multiple service providers.



International Recognition as a Sustainable Investment Leader: Wespath has been a leading advocate and practitioner of
sustainable investing for many years. We are in a privileged position to use our voice to influence changes that we
believe will enhance long-term corporate performance and create positive impacts on society and the environment.



Partner in Asset Growth: We are committed to the success of our clients’ missions and consider ourselves an extension of
the organizations we serve. We are available to join our institutional clients for presentations to current and prospective
donors; we promote our clients’ mission and stories through social media; we provide information that clients use to
promote their efforts to raise new donations; we make educational presentations to our clients’ Boards of Directors
and/or constituents.



Alignment of Interests: As a not-for-profit agency of the UMC, Wespath and its subsidiaries are inherently free of many
conflicts observed with other financial institution, including the following:
− We do not operate a proprietary trading desk.
− We do not receive revenue streams from our investment managers.
− We do not require our investment managers to direct their trades to specific brokerage firms.
− We do not engage in pay-to-play referral arrangements with investment consultants.
− We do not charge for à la carte services such as manager searches.
− We are not affiliated with a brokerage firm, insurance company or bank.
− All employees must secure pre-clearance of personal investment transactions.

Institutional Investment Services Team
Our account is serviced by WII’s six-person Institutional Investment Services team. Karen Manczko, Director, Institutional
Relationships is our primary contact and has been servicing our account since the Dakotas United Methodist Foundation
hired Wespath in 2015.
Karen Manczko joined Wespath in April 2013 and is primarily responsible for developing and managing relationships with
institutional clients. Specifically, she helps guide clients with asset allocation analysis, investment policy statement
development and in incorporating sustainable investing guidelines into an overall investment program. Karen also frequently
presents on investment-related topics at UM-related conferences and events. She most recently served as Associate
Investment Program Manager for Northern Trust Global Advisors, where she was responsible for developing, implementing,
monitoring and evaluating custom investment programs for institutional and ultra-high net worth clients. Prior to that, she
was a Senior Investment Performance Analyst within Northern Trust’s Investment Risk and Analytical Services department.
She received a B.S. degree in Psychology from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

1

Historical returns are not indicative of future performance. Investment manager performance is gross-of-all fees.
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Investment Team2
Chief Investment Officer, Dave Zellner, has led Wespath’s Investments division since joining the agency in 1997. Dave has
built and supported a successful team and cultivated a deep bench of dedicated professionals possessing extensive industry
experience. Collectively, as of December 31, 2019, the WII 21-person team has six Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA)
Charterholders, eight Master’s Degrees, three team members carry the Certified Investment Management Analyst (CIMA)
designation and one Chartered Alternative Investment Analyst (CAIA). Biographies for all members of the investment team
are on our website.

Investment Process
WII’s investment process is grounded on a core set of ten Investment Beliefs that state WII’s fundamental investment
philosophy, outlined below. WII’s Investment Beliefs can be found on our website.
Long‐term strategic
investment focus

Broad diversification using multimanager approach

Carefully-selected active
managers can add value
Sustainable investing can enhance
returns

Operational efficiencies

2








No short-term tactical market timing, as we do not believe one can
consistently add value through market timing.
Better long-term performance provided by fully invested portfolios
Diversification provides an optimal risk/reward profile
Employs over 35 external investment managers with 20 distinct asset
classes and investment styles
Strategic overweight/underweight of sectors
Exposure to several alternative investment strategies




Passive management used for highly efficient asset classes
Research-intensive investment manager search, selection and monitoring
process



Corporate engagement supports long-term sustainable business practices
that consider environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues



Our economies of scale, systems and processes facilitate careful attention
to detail, resulting in added value from routine activities such as: trading,
cash management, proceeds from class action lawsuits, foreign dividend
reclaims and foreign currency transactions, among other activities

Wespath Benefits and Investments’ (Wespath) subsidiaries, including WII, utilize certain shared personnel, including the tenured Wespath investment team presented above.
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Investment Manager Selection Process
WII’s multi-manager investment approach offers
diversified and global exposure to world-class
and boutique specialist investment managers
carefully selected by WII’s tenured team of
industry veterans. We believe that our
disciplined and robust process for identifying,
selecting and monitoring our investment
managers has been the main contributor to our
funds’ proven track record and long-term
success. WII’s rigorous due diligence process
ensures that we select external asset managers
that align with our beliefs and interests. We
specifically seek managers that demonstrate
strong conviction in long-term opportunities.


Identification
WII’s investment team uses public and private databases to develop a pool of qualified investment manager candidates
for consideration. We supplement the candidate list with industry knowledge and a broad network of contacts, including
peers, existing managers, representatives of Wespath’s Fiduciary (Investment) Committee of our board of directors and
other subject matter experts. To complement these efforts, WII’s Impact Investments team maintains a pipeline of
managers with strong ESG competencies and credentials.



Request for Proposal
Pre-screened manager candidates are invited to complete a comprehensive Request for Proposal (RFP), asking for
information on a broad range of topics, including, but not limited to, investment process and philosophy, organizational
breadth and experience, personnel turnover, firm ownership, fees, sustainable investment practices (how managers
incorporate ESG practices and policies at both the firm and strategy levels), employee compensation structure, risk
management processes, client services, trading capabilities and back-office operations.
We analyze past performance, but we do not view it as the primary factor in advancing a candidate to the next level in
the search process. More relevant is our understanding of the market environments in which the candidate firm has
registered weak and strong periods of performance. A critical element of historical performance is the extent to which a
manager’s return series is uncorrelated with other managers in the fund and how it can enhance the fund’s
diversification.
We conduct reference checks with the manager’s existing clients and others for further insights as to the manager’s past
behavior. Additionally, we examine the manager’s Form ADV for relevant information. Where questions are raised about
past conduct or in cases where managers have a limited track record, we may also choose to perform background checks
on key employees at the manager’s firm.



WII Committee Review
After a thorough review, we select a small group of finalists to appear at our office before a committee, which includes
our entire Investments division as well as representatives from other Wespath departments. Finalists present in onehour sessions over the course of one-to-two days. The WII team then meets to discuss the merits of the presentations
and to rank managers from “most compelling” to “least compelling.”



Investment Manager Onsite Due Diligence
Generally, our team selects the top two managers from the finalist pool for further reviews, including a thorough onsite
visit by at least two WII team members. During the onsite visit we meet with senior management, portfolio managers,
analysts, trading, compliance and accounting personnel to achieve a more comprehensive understanding of the
organization’s culture, work environment and team dynamics.
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Manager Selection
Once we complete the onsite visit and other due diligence, the results are reviewed with the Chief Investment Officer,
who makes the final decision to contract with the manager.



Ongoing monitoring and due diligence
WII’s team closely monitors all of its investment managers daily. WII develops investment guidelines for each manager
ensuring that it adheres to our expectations for the assigned mandate. All investment managers are always “on watch”
and our team monitors for any changes to the firm that could introduce an unacceptable new risk or jeopardize the
manager’s ability to achieve its performance objectives. In addition, we utilize a number of systems and analytical tools
to assist with the ongoing monitoring of our investment managers, including BNY Mellon’s WorkBench and Compliance
Monitor, Burgiss Group Private I, Bloomberg, Wilshire Compass and FactSet.

ESG Integration and Evaluation
WII is committed to ongoing monitoring and evaluation of our underlying investment managers’ ESG competencies. We
believe that companies skilled at identifying and managing ESG issues are more likely to be sustainable over the long-term,
i.e., they will avoid risks and capitalize on new opportunities. Therefore, we expect all managers to integrate the
consideration of material ESG issues into investment decision-making. We developed a methodology that helps us evaluate
and benchmark how prospective and current external investment managers integrate ESG issues more broadly into their
decision-making processes.
The Investments team has written two thought leadership papers, available on our website, about investment manager ESG
integration: ESG Integration in External Asset Manager Selection and ESG Integration: Evaluating and Monitoring External
Asset Manager Performance.

WII Funds’ Strategic Biases
WII’s Investment Beliefs guide its strategic biases, overweights and underweights to certain assets. These strategic biases aim
to add value by reflecting WII’s long-term investment worldview on global growth and markets. They are as follows:
Equities—Strategic Biases
Overweights
Small-/Mid-cap Equities
Emerging Market Equities
Private Equity
Real Estate
Fixed Income—Strategic Biases
Overweights
Emerging Market Bonds
U.S. Credit, including High-Yield
WII’s Positive Social Purpose (PSP) Lending Program
(affordable housing and community development
loans)
Non-dollar Foreign Bonds

Underweights
Large-cap Equities
Developed Market Equities

Underweights
U.S. Treasury Securities
Government (Agency) Securities

Strategic Biases Explained
WII’s Investment Beliefs reflect its expectations concerning the long-term drivers of future global economic growth. We
developed and refined our Investment Beliefs based on the expertise and insights of WII’s investment team and guided by the
experienced members of our Fiduciary (Investment) Committee. We have implemented strategic biases (asset allocations)
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reflecting the views expressed in our Beliefs. We strategically overweight and underweight market sectors compared to the
funds’ benchmarks and employ passive management for the more efficient sectors and active management for the less
efficient sectors.
Our Investment Beliefs will evolve as we continue to analyze and assess the long-term
global macro trends identified by WII’s investment team. For example, our Board of
Directors adopted a “Low-Carbon Transition” belief, which formally acknowledges our
fiduciary obligation to assess the risks and opportunities inherent as the world transitions
to a low-carbon economy. Subsequently, we collaborated with highly respected
investment managers to invest nearly $1.5 billion in strategies that we believe will
provide our investors with improved benchmark-relative performance generated by the
transition-related investment strategies.
One of WII’s Investment Beliefs, “Optimistic Worldview,” states that we believe the world
will continue to see modest and sustainable growth driven by the emerging economies of
Asia, Latin America, Africa and Europe. We therefore implemented a meaningful strategic
allocation to emerging market stocks within our International Equity Fund – I Series, and a
similar allocation to emerging market debt within our Fixed Income Fund – I Series.

Another of WII’s Investment Beliefs is “Active Management.” We believe that active
management has the potential to add value in less efficient asset classes—the more
developed and efficient the asset class, the more difficult it is to add value through active
management. Accordingly, we overweight small-and mid-cap stocks (less developed and
more inefficient) within our U.S. and international equity funds. We believe the return
potential associated with the active management of these asset classes is greater over the
long-term versus active management in the large-cap sector (developed and more
efficient).
“Diversification” is another integral element to WII’s investment philosophy as well as
another one of our Investment Beliefs. Although we believe in limiting the use of illiquid
alternative assets, we believe the strategic use of private equity and private real estate
has the potential to add value and reduce risk through diversification.
We believe diversification in our fixed income funds achieves a more attractive
risk/return profile over the long-term. We believe that over the long-term, U.S.
corporate bonds (investment grade and high-yield) and non-U.S. corporate bonds may
provide a greater total return in a rising rate environment.
Finally, our strategic allocation to our Positive Social Purpose Lending Program seeks market rate returns, by acting as a
source of long-term capital in traditionally underserved lending market niches. Designed to complement our traditional fixed
income mortgage investments, the program seeks attractive credit spreads commensurate with risk.
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WII’s Institutional Series of Funds (I Series)
WII’s I Series of institutional funds offers broad exposure to diversified asset classes and investment management styles
around the globe. Our full institutional product offering is outlined below.
WII Balanced Fund

Multiple Asset Fund – I Series

Investment Overview
Our flagship fund represents our balanced investment fund model. The Multiple
Asset Fund – I Series allocates to the following four funds as follows: U.S. Equity
Fund – I Series (35%), International Equity Fund – I Series (30%), Fixed Income
Fund – I Series (25%) and Inflation Protection Fund – I Series (10%). The
component funds can also be unbundled to allow for investor customization.

WII Equity Funds

Investment Overview

U.S. Equity Fund – I Series

Includes passive and active allocations to large-, mid- and small-cap companies
and the alternative investment strategies of private real estate and private equity
in the United States.

International Equity Fund – I Series

Includes allocations to large-, mid- and small-cap companies in developed and
emerging markets, international Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) and the
alternative investment strategies of private real estate and private equity.

WII Fixed Income Funds

Fixed Income Fund – I Series

Inflation Protection Fund – I Series
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Investment Overview
Includes allocations to core plus (active), credit, positive social purpose loans
(market‐rate community development investment portfolios) and agency
commercial mortgage-backed securities (CMBS), high-yield, developed market
international bonds, emerging market debt and the alternative investment
strategy of distressed debt.
Includes allocations to U.S. Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities (TIPS)
(enhanced passive), developed international inflation-linked securities (active),
emerging markets (inflation-linked), commodities futures contracts and floatingrate senior secured loans.

Strategy Performance (net-of-all WII fees)3
Below we have provided the historical annualized strategy performance (net-of-fees) as of December 31, 2019. Please see
the additional Strategy and Benchmark Disclosures at the end of this document for additional information about the
Strategy performance and Strategies’ performance benchmarks

Annualized
QTD

1-Year

3-Year

5-Year

10-Year

Multiple Asset (MAF) Strategy
MAF Strategy Benchmark
U.S. Equity (USEF) Strategy
USEF Strategy Benchmark

6.62%
5.88%
8.60%
9.10%

21.44%
20.78%
30.18%
31.02%

10.38%
9.73%
13.84%
14.57%

7.27%
7.29%
10.49%
11.24%

8.37%
8.50%
12.69%
13.42%

Since
Inception4
7.41%
7.07%
7.47%
7.76%

International Equity (IEF) Strategy

11.00%

25.91%

12.33%

7.05%

6.08%

6.66%

IEF Strategy Benchmark
Fixed Income (FIF) Strategy
FIF Strategy Benchmark
Inflation Protection (IPF) Strategy
IPF Strategy Benchmark

9.20%
0.95%
0.38%
1.59%
-1.11%

21.63%
10.37%
10.19%
9.10%
9.17%

9.84%
5.17%
4.62%
3.68%
3.84%

5.71%
3.81%
3.70%
2.66%
4.03%

5.21%
4.67%
4.47%
3.38%
4.15%

5.29%
5.51%
5.12%
3.86%
4.57%

Strategy Name3

Strategy Name3
Multiple Asset (MAF) Strategy
MAF Strategy Benchmark

3

2019

2018

2017

21.44%
20.78%

-6.14%
-6.47%

17.98%
16.95%

The performance presented reflects the historical performance record of the strategy employed by Wespath Institutional Investments (WII) and an affiliated entity as it was available to
eligible Institutional Investors. The strategy performance presented reflects the returns of the applicable P Series fund through December 31, 2018 advised by the affiliated entity, and
the returns of the applicable I Series fund commencing on January 1, 2019 advised by WII. The I Series funds commenced operations on January 1, 2019. From and after that date, all
Institutional Investors (defined below) invest in the strategy through the I Series fund. Prior to January 1, 2019, eligible Institutional Investors invested in the strategy through the P
Series fund. The strategy for the applicable P Series fund before January 1, 2019 and the strategy for the applicable I Series fund are referred to collectively as “the Strategy.”
Historical returns are not indicative of future performance. Except as otherwise noted, the performance in this presentation is presented net-of-fees—that is, with the deduction of
investment management fees, custody fees, and administrative and overhead expenses. The I Series Funds’ fees and expenses are described in the Investment Funds Description – I
Series, and the P Series Funds’ fees and expenses are described in the Investment Funds Description - P Series. The returns will be reduced by the amount of fees and expenses charged
to the funds. The performance shown is for the stated time periods only. Differences in timing of transactions and market conditions prevailing at the time of investment could lead to
different results. The performance information presented is based upon the following: (i) actual returns achieved by the applicable I Series fund beginning January 1, 2019, and (ii) actual
returns achieved by the applicable P Series fund for the period prior to January 1, 2019. The performance of the applicable P Series fund after January 1, 2019 is excluded from the
performance of the strategy because as of January 1, 2019 P Series funds are not available for investment by Institutional Investors other than in exceptional circumstances agreed to by
the adviser to the P Series funds. WII presents the performance of the Strategy in this manner because WII believes that it is a reasonable representation of the performance of an
Institutional Investor in the Strategy over the relevant time periods.
4
The inception for the Multiple Asset Strategy is April 30, 2002, for the U.S. Equity Index Strategy it is December 31, 2014, for the Short Term Investment Strategy it is April 30, 2002, for
the Inflation Protection Strategy it is January 5, 2004, for the U.S. Treasury Inflation Protection Strategy it is June 30, 2017, for the remaining funds it is December 31, 1997.
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Leader in Sustainable Investing
“Sustainability” is one of WII’s core Investment Beliefs and we recognize that we are in a
privileged position to use our voice to influence changes that we believe will enhance longterm corporate performance and create positive impacts on society and the environment.
We firmly believe that promoting sustainable practices and policies results in improved
overall returns—88% of global sustainability studies demonstrate that companies with
solid ESG practices achieve stronger operational performance; 80% of studies show good
sustainability practices positively influence stock price.5
Wespath has been a leading advocate and practitioner of sustainable investing for many
years. In 2006, the United Nations invited Wespath to co-author (along with 25 other
leading practitioners of responsible investing practices) its Principles for Responsible
Investment (PRI), asserting the importance of ESG issues in investment decision making.
To date, there are more than 1,750 signatories to the initiative, representing
approximately $70 trillion in assets. PRI is committed to “the incorporation of ESG
issues into investment analytics and decision-making processes.”6
Over the past few years, Wespath has made considerable strides in our sustainable
investment approach including the following:


Co-designed a new and innovative low-carbon economy investment approach
in collaboration with BlackRock, Inc. designed to deliver long-term
competitive financial returns relative to standard performance benchmarks
directing capital to companies best positioned to facilitate the global
transition to a low-carbon economy.



Wespath’s pioneering Positive Social Purpose (PSP) Lending Program has been supporting impact investments for nearly
30 years. The program has invested over $2 billion dollars in market-rate loans for affordable housing and community
development across the U.S., as well as for international microfinance opportunities.



Intensified shareholder engagement on critical ESG issues with companies in which Wespath invests – and successfully
created positive change in the areas of human rights, environmental stewardship and board diversity.



Forged new strategic partnerships with like-minded investors around the world to scale Wespath’s impact and support
more sustainable and responsible corporate and investment practices.



Wespath has also been recognized as a global leader for our sustainable business practices by the Principles for
Responsible Investment, Asset Owners Disclosure Project and the Independent Research in Responsible Investment
Survey

WII CIO, Dave Zellner, shakes hands with
former UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan at
the signing of the Principles for Responsible
Investment on April 2006.

Recent Engagements
Engagement is our opportunity to enter into constructive, and persuasive, dialogue with companies and policymakers,
expressing concerns, offering suggestions and working together to encourage sustainable policies and practices. Some of our
engagement efforts occur behind the scenes through in-person meetings with company board members and management, or
through conference calls. Other efforts are more public, like our letters to public policymakers, which we always post on the
public policy page of our website. A few examples of Wespath’s recent engagement activities include:

5
6

“From the Stockholder to the Stakeholder: How Sustainability Can Drive Financial Performance” (March 2015); University of Oxford and Arabesque Partners.
www.unpri.org/about/the-six-principles
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Board Diversity
Through the Midwest Investor Diversity Initiative, Wespath has successfully engaged with 16 companies who have all
adopted diverse board candidate search policies. In addition, six of the companies have appointed women or minority
board members. The initiative focuses its engagement on companies that have less than 30% board diversity. Wespath
believes that diverse boards are drivers of strong long-term performance.



Opioid Accountability
Wespath is a member of the Investors for Opioid Accountability (IOA), a coalition of institutional investors representing
$3.5 trillion in AUM. The IOA engages with manufacturers, distributors and pharmacies on the risks of opioids to society,
the economy and shareholder value.



Public Policy
Ahead of the G20 Summit in Osaka, Japan, in June 2019, a record 477 investors managing over US $34 trillion called on
world governments to achieve the Paris Agreement’s goals, accelerate private sector investment into the low-carbon
transition and commit to improve climate-related financial reporting.



Advancing Low-Carbon Initiative through Strategic Partnerships
Wespath and 13 major global investors (representing over $2.4 trillion in assets under management) launched the
Transition Pathway Initiative (TPI) in 2017. The initiative assesses how individual companies are positioning themselves
for the transition to a low-carbon economy. Through a public, transparent online tool, TPI enables investors’
understanding of how this shift may affect their portfolios. In 2018, on the second anniversary of the initiative’s launch,
Wespath joined the Archbishop of Canterbury Justin Welby, fellow members from the Church of England National
Investing Bodies and the TPI to open the London Stock Exchange and release TPI’s latest report ranking the performance
and transition readiness for coal mining, electricity and oil and gas companies.



Human Rights
Wespath encourages companies to disclose information related to the rights of employees and people affected by
business operations. In an engagement with Caterpillar, we urged the company to address the business risks associated
with the use of its products in conflict areas. In response, Caterpillar conducted human rights impact assessments across
all of its units and strengthened its human rights policy



Company Response to Wespath’s 2017 Shareholder Resolution
In 2017, Wespath led the adoption of the first successful environmentally-focused shareholder resolution in the United
States asking an oil and gas company for greater transparency on how it is preparing for a low-carbon future. The
resolution, filed with Occidental Petroleum, one of the world’s largest oil and gas companies, received an unprecedented
level of support—67% of shareholders approved Wespath’s resolution. In 2018, Occidental Petroleum released a report
which responds to global investors’ increasing focus on how it is addressing the risks associated with climate change.

For additional information regarding Wespath’s sustainable investment program please visit our Sustainable Investment
Report that can be found on our website.
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WII Reporting
A brief summary of WII’s standard client reporting suite is outlined below.


Monthly Investment Report: WII’s Investment Management team and Chief Investment Officer write a monthly
investment report summarizing market and economic activity. The monthly investment report is typically available on
the 10th business day following month-end.



Monthly Markets at A Glance Video: This brief video, featuring a member of the WII Investments team, accompanies
the Monthly Investment Report and provides a snapshot of events that impacted the prior month’s market performance.



Quarterly Webinar: Every quarter we conduct an hour-long live webinar hosted by our Chief Investment Officer and
other Investments division members, including live Q&A. Webinars are recorded and can be shared with investors’
Boards or other stakeholders.



White Papers: We routinely produce white papers for our clients.



Publications by Sub-Advisors: The members of our investment team select and post to our website relevant articles
written by our external investment managers.

WII Fees
The I Series Funds’ unaudited 2019 expense ratios include all underlying management fees (both internal and external),
custody fees, and administrative and overhead expenses.
Fund
Fixed Income Fund–I Series
Inflation Protection Fund–I Series
International Equity Fund–I Series
Multiple Asset Fund–I Series
U.S. Equity Fund–I Series

2019 Unaudited Expense
Ratios7
0.49%
0.45%
0.74%
0.58%
0.55%

7

The estimated expense ratios set forth above are based on projected asset balances, fees and expenses, and various other assumptions. There is no guarantee that each fund’s actual
expense ratios will match this estimate. The fund expense ratios may vary depending on, among other things, market events, portfolio size, transaction costs, timing of Fund inflows and
outflows, and applicable third party fees.
All fees and expenses of the fund are deducted from the fund’s net asset value. The fees and expenses paid by the fund include external investment management fees paid to
subadvisors, and the fund's prorated portion of the bank custodial fees and administrative and overhead expenses incurred by the overall Wespath organization in connection with
providing investment, operating and administrative support to the fund and other funds, and the cost of Wespath’s and its subsidiaries’ other activities and operations. These expenses
are paid directly by the fund, and are reflected in the unit price calculated for the Fund. More information about the calculation of these fees and expenses is available in the Investment
Funds Description – I Series.
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Conclusion
Wespath’s name invokes the founder of Methodism, John Wesley, and indicates a path to follow for financial success for those we
serve. While our name has changed over the years, our commitment to helping investors achieve their investment objectives
through products and services aligned with the principles of the UMC has remained consistent.
If you have any further questions regarding WII, please contact:
Karen Manczko
Director, Institutional Relationships
847.866.4263 (direct)
kmanczko@wespath.org
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Disclosures
The investment funds referred to in this document are neither insured nor guaranteed by the government. No government entity has approved or disapproved these funds or passed
upon the adequacy of this document. This presentation is for informational purposes only; it does not constitute an offer to sell any investments, and may be subject to changes and
corrections. The material in this document contains summary information and is not a complete description of the investment guidelines, investment objectives, policies and risks or
other matters associated with the investment funds. An offer for the sale of interests in the funds will only be made through the Investment Funds Description – I Series. Any decision to
invest with WII should be preceded by a complete review of the Investment Funds Description – I Series and Statement of Additional Information, which are available upon request or
online at http://www.wespath.com/research_and_resources/resources. Historical returns are not indicative of future performance. Except as otherwise noted, the performance in this
presentation is presented net-of-fees—that is, with the deduction of investment management fees, custody fees, and administrative and overhead expenses. Our fees and expenses are
described in the Investment Funds Description – I Series. The returns will be reduced by the amount of fees and expenses charged to the funds.

Strategy Information
The performance presented reflects the historical performance record of the strategy employed by Wespath Institutional Investments (WII) and an affiliated entity as it was available to
eligible Institutional Investors. The strategy performance presented reflects the returns of the applicable P Series fund through December 31, 2018 advised by the affiliated entity, and
the returns of the applicable I Series fund commencing on January 1, 2019 advised by WII. The I Series funds commenced operations on January 1, 2019. From and after that date, all
Institutional Investors (defined below) invest in the strategy through the I Series fund. Prior to January 1, 2019, eligible Institutional Investors invested in the strategy through the P
Series fund. The strategy for the applicable P Series fund before January 1, 2019 and the strategy for the applicable I Series fund are referred to collectively as “the Strategy.”
Units of the I Series funds are available to organizations (1) related to The United Methodist Church and organized and operated exclusively for religious, educational, benevolent,
fraternal, charitable, or reformatory purpose, no part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual, and (2) certain pooled income funds,
collective trust funds or collective investment vehicles maintained by such charitable organizations for the investment and reinvestment of assets. All such organizations shall qualify as
permissible investors in a fund excepted from the definition of “investment company” contained in Section 3(c) (10) of the Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended (referred to as
Institutional Investors). Other than exceptional circumstances agreed to by the adviser to the P Series funds, Institutional Investors are not able to invest in the P Series funds.
Historical returns are not indicative of future performance. Except as otherwise noted, the performance in this presentation is presented net-of-fees—that is, with the deduction of
investment management fees, custody fees, and administrative and overhead expenses. The I Series Funds’ fees and expenses are described in the Investment Funds Description – I
Series, and the P Series Funds’ fees and expenses are described in the Investment Funds Description - P Series. The returns will be reduced by the amount of fees and expenses charged
to the funds. The performance shown is for the stated time periods only. Differences in timing of transactions and market conditions prevailing at the time of investment could lead to
different results. The performance information presented is based upon the following: (i) actual returns achieved by the applicable I Series fund beginning January 1, 2019, and (ii) actual
returns achieved by the applicable P Series fund for the period prior to January 1, 2019. The performance of the applicable P Series fund after January 1, 2019 is excluded from the
performance of the strategy because as of January 1, 2019 P Series funds are not available for investment by Institutional Investors other than in exceptional circumstances agreed to by
the adviser to the P Series funds. WII presents the performance of the Strategy in this manner because WII believes that it is a reasonable representation of the performance of an
Institutional Investor in the Strategy over the relevant time periods.
WII manages the I Series funds using investment objectives and investment strategies that are substantially similar to those that were applied by an affiliated adviser to manage the P
Series funds during the period prior to January 1, 2019. Additionally, the investment personnel managing I Series funds are substantially the same as the investment personnel that
managed P Series funds during the period prior to January 1, 2019. As of January 1, 2019, the affiliated adviser will manage the P Series funds applying investment objectives and
investment strategies that are substantially similar, and investment personnel will be substantially the same, to those used to manage the I Series funds. Institutional Investors may not
invest in the P Series funds as of January 1, 2019 other than in exceptional circumstances agreed to by the adviser to the P Series funds. The future performance of the I Series funds may
be better or worse than the performance of P Series funds. Factors that could affect performance differences between the I Series funds and the P Series funds include, but are not
limited to, portfolio composition, strategy constraints, investor universe, size of the portfolio, fees, expenses and the timing of cash flows. WII believes the performance of the Strategy
shown is a reasonable representation of the performance that would have been obtained by an eligible Institutional Investor invested in the Strategy prior to and after January 1, 2019
and may assist Institutional Investors considering an investment in the I Series funds in evaluating how the Strategy has historically performed.

Benchmark Descriptions
Throughout this document, the terms “benchmark” is used to refer to comparisons of each fund’s performance. A benchmark is a standard that investors use to evaluate how well a fund
has performed. Comparing a fund to this fixed standard allows investors to evaluate how well the fund did in terms of meeting its goals, whether the goal was to match returns of the
benchmark or to attain a return above the benchmark.
FIF Strategy Benchmark: The benchmark for the Fixed Income Fund–I Series (FIF–I) is the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Universal ex-MBS Index. For periods prior to January 1, 2019, the
benchmark for the Fixed Income Fund–P Series (FIF–P) is presented. From On January 1, 2006 to December 31, 2018, the benchmark for FIF–P was the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Universal
ex-MBS Index. Prior to January 1, 2006, the benchmark for FIF–P was the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Universal Index.
IEF Strategy Benchmark: The benchmark for the International Equity Fund–I Series (IEF–I) is the MSCI All Country World Index (ACWI) ex USA Investable Market Index (IMI). For periods
prior to January 1, 2019, the benchmark for the International Equity Fund–P Series (IEF–P) is presented. From January 1, 2008 through December 31, 2018, the benchmark for IEF–P was
the MSCI ACWI ex-USA IMI. From January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2007, the benchmark for IEF–P was the MSCI ACWI ex-USA Index. Prior to January 1, 2006, the benchmark for
IEF–P was the MSCI EAFE Index.
IPF Strategy Benchmark: The benchmark for the Inflation Protection Fund–I Series (IPF–I) is 80% Bloomberg Barclays World Government Inflation Linked Bond Index (Hedged), 10%
Bloomberg Barclays Emerging Market Tradeable Inflation Linked Bond Index (Unhedged) and 10% Bloomberg Commodity Index. For periods prior to January 1, 2019, the benchmark for
the Inflation Protection Fund–P Series (IPF–P) is presented. From January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2018, the benchmark for the IPF-P was 80% Bloomberg Barclays World Government
Inflation Linked Bond Index (Hedged), 10% Bloomberg Barclays Emerging Market Tradeable Inflation Linked Bond Index (Unhedged) and 10% Bloomberg Commodity Index. From January
1, 2006 to December 31, 2015, the benchmark for IPF-P was the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Government Inflation Linked Bond (Series B) Index. From April 1, 2005 to December 31, 2005,
the benchmark for IPF-P was 50% Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Government Inflation-Linked Bond Index and 50% Bloomberg Barclays Global Inflation-Linked Bond Index. Prior to April 1,
2005, the benchmark for IPF-P was the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Government Inflation-Linked Bond Index
MAF Strategy Benchmark: The benchmark for the Multiple Asset Fund – I Series is 35% Russell 3000 Index, 30% MSCI All Country World Index (ACWI) ex-USA Investable Market Index
(IMI), 25% Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Universal Index ex-Mortgage Backed Securities (MBS) and 10% Inflation Protection Fund (IPF) Strategy Custom Benchmark. The IPF Strategy Custom
Benchmark consists of 80% Bloomberg Barclays World Government Inflation Linked Bond Index (Hedged), 10% Bloomberg Barclays Emerging Market Tradeable Inflation Linked Bond
Index (Unhedged) and 10% Bloomberg Commodity Index. For periods prior to January 1, 2019, the benchmark for the Multiple Asset Fund–P Series (MAF–P) is presented. From January
1, 2017 through December 31, 2018, the benchmark for the MAF–P was 35% Russell 3000 Index, 30% MSCI All Country World Index (ACWI) ex-USA Investable Market Index (IMI), 25%
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Universal Index ex-Mortgage Backed Securities (MBS) and 10% Inflation Protection Fund– P Series (IPF-P) Custom Benchmark. The IPF –P Custom Benchmark
consists of 80% Bloomberg Barclays World Government Inflation Linked Bond Index (Hedged), 10% Bloomberg Barclays Emerging Market Tradeable Inflation Linked Bond Index
(Unhedged) and 10% Bloomberg Commodity Index. From January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016, the benchmark for the MAF–P was 40% Russell 3000 Index, 25% MSCI ACWI ex-USA IMI,
25% Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Universal Index ex-MBS, and 10% IPF –P Custom Benchmark. From January 1, 2014 to December 31, 2015, the benchmark for the MAF–P was 40% Russell
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3000 Index, 25% MSCI ACWI ex-USA IMI, 25% Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Universal Index ex-MBS, and 10% Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Government Inflation Linked Bond Index. From January
1, 2006 to December 31, 2013, the benchmark for MAF–P was 45% Russell 3000 Index, 20% MSCI ACWI ex-USA IMI, 25% Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Universal Index MBS and 10%
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Government Inflation-Linked Bond Index. Prior to January 1, 2006, the benchmark for the MAF–P was 47% Russell 3000 Index, 15% MSCI EAFE Index, 3% MSCI
Emerging Markets Index and 35% Lehman Brothers U.S. Universal Index.
STIF Strategy Benchmark: The benchmark for the Short Term Investment Fund – I (STIF–I) Series is the BofA Merrill Lynch 3-Month Treasury bill Index. For periods prior to January 1,
2019, the benchmark for the Short Term Investment Fund–P Series (STIF–P) is presented. The benchmark for the STIF–P was the BofA Merrill Lynch 3-Month Treasury Bill Index.
USEF Strategy Benchmark: The benchmark for the U.S. Equity Fund – I (USEF–I) Series is the Russell 3000 Index. For periods prior to January 1, 2019, the benchmark for the U.S. Equity
Fund–P Series (USEF–P) is presented. The benchmark for the USEF–P was the Russell 3000 Index.
USEIF Strategy Benchmark: The benchmark for the U.S. Equity Index Fund – I (USEIF–I) Series is the Russell 3000 Index. For periods prior to January 1, 2019, the benchmark for the U.S.
Equity Index Fund–P Series (USEIF–P) is presented. The benchmark for the USEIF–P was the Russell 3000 Index.
USTPF Strategy Benchmark: The benchmark for the U.S. Treasury Inflation Protection Fund – I (USTPF–I) Series is the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Inflation Linked Bond Index. For periods
prior to January 1, 2019, the benchmark for the U.S. Treasury Inflation Protection Fund–P Series (USTPF–P) is presented. The benchmark for the USTPF–P was the Bloomberg Barclays
U.S. Inflation Linked Bond Index.
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